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Novel Technology Leads Evolution
of Virtual Consultations
Increasingly, online patient consultations have been replacing face-to-face visits with real-time communication, including
the exchange of medical information. In aesthetic medicine,
online consults can help physicians give prospective patients a
preliminary idea of a proposed treatment plan prior to an in
person meeting. Historically, cloud-based, secure and reliable
online physician-patient “match-ups” have been difficult to come
by and implement successfully, but a recent start-up company is
ready to change all of that.
continued on page 3
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THE Aesthetic Awards
2015
Celebrates the Best of Medical Aesthetics
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xemplifying THE Aesthetic Show’s tradition of combining the most cutting
edge scientific educational program with Hollywood style entertainment,
THE Aesthetic Awards ceremony, which took place on Saturday, July 11,
2015, once again exceeded expectations, and entered uncharted territory.
Continuing with the theme of male aesthetics, this year’s show was co-hosted
by not one, but two, well-known aesthetic professionals – Beverly Hills plastic
surgeon Leif Rogers, M.D. and his practice partner Rand Rusher, R.N. Amid
all the glitz and glamor of male models, red carpet appearances and flowing
champagne, world-renowned physicians took the stage to honor a select group of
esteemed practitioners for their outstanding contributions to aesthetic medicine.
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THE Aesthetic Awards 2015

Best Facial Injectable Enhancement
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Dr. Lee is internationally renowned for his
minimally invasive cosmetic procedures and
recognized as one of the top aesthetic antibruising microcannula cosmetic physicians.
He is an internationally published aesthetic
author and the inventor of The Long MicroCannula Double Cross-Hatched Fan, The
Wiggle, The Chrinkle and The Pyramid advanced cosmetic injection techniques. He
teaches physicians and nurses for Allergan
and Eclipse Aesthetics – and is the Air-Tite
National Director of USA MicroCannula
Instruction. He is the founder and medical
director of Look Younger MD in Las Vegas,
an Allergan Black Diamond aesthetic practice
in the top 1% in the U.S.
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Look Younger MD
Las Vegas, NV
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Garry R. Lee, M.D.

Before

After

• 3 cc Voluma to the cheeks
• 1 cc Restylane in the tear trough
• 2 cc Juvéderm Ultra Plus to the marionette lines
• 3.5 cc Juvéderm Ultra Plus to the cheeks
• 1 cc Juvéderm Ultra Plus to the nasolabial folds
• 2.5 cc Juvéderm to submalar region
• 2.5 cc Juvéderm to perioral region
• 2 MicroPen treatments with PRP

